Abstract. The article describes information technology development in Latvia, in IMCS till middle of 90ties. History of IMCS represents usage of computers in typical computing center in the former Soviet Union and transformation from computing center to research institution. It also represents Latvian collaboration with Nordic countries which provided political, scientific and technological support. History, e.g., documents, computer parts and photos are collected in Computer museum of IMCS. 
Computing museum
Through the years along with the technology developments computing machines in IMCS were replaced with more advanced and progressive units. However engineers did not want to dispose of the old ones and decided to keep the most interesting of them as certain relics. By virtue of that Computing museum originated in 1984. The exhibits of the museum were complemented with photographs and documents which seemed to have historical value at that time. The founder of the Computing museum is IMCS and actually it also constitutes the history of IMCS. Since IMCS is the largest information technology research centre in Latvia at present, to some extent it also constitutes Latvian information technology history. Currently the Computing museum occupies 230 m2 space, holds 13116 exhibits, of them 504 equipment units, 287 mainframe and workstation parts, 98 computers, 44 printers. During a year approximately 500 people visit the museum. The museum is headed by the former engineer of IMCS with work experience of more than 40 years who describes the exhibits with illustrations from his personal experience.
History of usage of computers in IMCS
Documents and equipment in the museum reflect on computing machines of passing age, their description and tasks which were solved with them. In the museum there is an exhibit for each computing machine used in IMCS. Either it is a photography, separate computing unit or component but in several cases even the whole machine in its entirety. The history shows how the transition from Soviet model computers (BESM and MINSK) to Western computer (IBM, PDP etc.) cloning has taken place and how the regaining of Latvian independence has changed technology assessment values. For example efficiency started to play important role and due to that operation of service demanding ES EVM was prematurely suspended.
First computers in IMCS
Original computers were used at the initial stages of development of information technology field in USSR. The first one -BESM-2 was put in commercial production in 1958. IMCS received this machine with production number 5 -the fact which serves as substantial evidence for the role and competence of our computing centre. BESM-2 was a demanding machine and required great amount of engineers' work. However IMC's engineers were innovative and could introduce several important upgrades which allowed making the respective machine more efficient. In this regard IMCS had one of the best results in the whole Soviet Union. At the end of 60-ties IMCS started using Minsk series computers. The machine had decimal (decimal-binary) notation with point fixed after the lower bit; numbers and instructions were coded with a variable-length sequence of characters. The instruction set had a variable number of addresses for operands. The instruction addresses were normalized and indexed.
The circuitry and instruction set of Minsk-23 completely differed from those of computers which existed before. It was the first domestic computer with alphanumeric logic as well as variable word and instruction length. A multitasking mode was also realized in Minsk-23. Minsk-32 closes the Minsk computer series. 1982 -1990 ES EVM-1060-02 (100 000 op/s) 2. 03.1983 -06.1989 ES EVM-1055M (450 000 op/s) 25. 10.1989-10.1992 ES EVM -1037" (4 000 000 op/s)
After Latvia regained independence operation of ES EVM was suspended in 1992 due to costly service -electricity and great maintenance staff.
Workstations in IMCS
The SM-4 was a Soviet PDP-11/40 computer clone. SM EVM was a general name for several types of Soviet minicomputers. Production started in 1975. Most types of SM EVM are clones of DEC PDP-11 and VAX. The common operating system was MOS, a clone of UNIX. IZOT was a Bulgarian produced model. 1985-05.1989 IZOT-1016S 30. 04.1987-1990 IZOT-1055S 7.06. [1989] [1990] IZOT-1080 (4 500 000 op/s)
Microcomputers and personal computers in IMCS
Acorn's BBC Micro computer dominated in the UK educational computer market during the 1980s and early 1990s, drawing many comparisons with Apple in the U.S. The Wang 2200 was cloned by the Soviet Union and was produced as "Iskra 226". DVK was a computer series of DEC PDC-11 and PDP-11. The Elektronika BK was a series of 16-bit PDP-11-compatible Soviet home computers. It was almost perfectly compatible with DEC LSI-11 line. These computers were used in schools in informatics classes: one KUVT and many BK or Yamaha, later AGAT (Apple-II).
KUVT was based on a Z80 CPU (in fact Eastern clone of Intel 880), and used SCP, a CP/M compatible operating system. It was widely used in Russia and other East European countries for office and educational purposes. Iskra 1030 was a soviet 8086 compatible personal computer. Usage years Computer types [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] "Acorn" UK education class 1986 -1993 Previous generation of personal computers: "ISKRA-226" "DVK" "KUVT-86" "BK-0010" "Robotron -1715" (Eastern Germany) "Yamaha" (JAPAN) [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] ISKRA-1030, IBM XT, AT, Mazovia, PS2
At the end of 80-ties and in the beginning of 90-ties rapid transition to western personal computers started.
Profile components -Signs of age
What were the original tasks solved and how did the technology help: 1. IMCS had a scientific spirit -in the first industrial soviet computers there were many technological deficiencies which demanded refinements and which in IMCS were carried out by innovative laboratory of engineers and electricians; 2. Installation of first computers substantially contributed to the research growth, particularly research in the development of methods of mathematical modeling of various physical processes, research in the development of software and research in theoretical computer science (Table 5 and Table 6 ); 3. Along with the research practical information systems for Latvian economics were developed (Table 7) ; 4. As from 70-ties there was a trend for cloning however IMCS retained its initiative to carry out original research. IMCS cloned only one system -CRJE (DUVZ), adoption of Conversational Remote Job Entry (Clone of CRJE) for OS ES EVM (Clone of OS/360).
Mathematical scientists and high qualification engineers worked in the institute. Owing to practical tasks -mainly solving specific commissioned assignments with methods of mathematical modeling -initiative emerged to develop such software which could be used not only for solving of specific assignments but also for solving of large groups of assignments. Thus first IT research directions appeared. Original software was developed -compilers and software development tools (Table 6 ), e.g., computer usage counting system, software development and complex systems modeling languages and tools (later GRADE, MOLA), now -semantic WEB (term coined by W3C director Tim Berners-Lee).
From specific assignments three institute's activity directions resulted -development of information systems, mathematical models in natural sciences and research in computer science. History of IMCS illustrates how very limited computing resources contribute to evolution of theoretical researches. In 1995 LATNET (network maintained by Laboratory of IMCS) had 64k link via Tallinn to Helsinki (FUNET) and 128k link to Stockholm KTH (NORDUnet). There was implemented load sharing between two links, so that aggregate capacity was 192k (and it was filled by 100% during daytime). 5 bigest universities, about 10 research institutions, 3 libraries and many more nonprofit organizations were connected to LATNET. Inside LATNET new service providers were emerging, like LANET (another Latvian Academic Network), Bank Communications Center, etc. LATNET received almost no local support for supporting academic users -they were sponsored a little from commercial users and greatly by the Nordic Council of Ministers and PHARE (The Programme of Community aid to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe), who were paying for international lines and donating equipment. (Unfortunately no one wants to pay to people making it all running, for small daily expenses, local lines and dial-up pools -this was sponsored from the commercial users.) The wireless Internet access network in Latvia was started in 1993 when the IMCS (LATNET) installed the first city-wide wireless LAN link to connect a remote university campus to the central building, located 5 km apart from each other. At that time spread spectrum wireless LAN technology was little known. Inspiration to start these tests come from a Cylink demonstration of spread spectrum wireless data link during the INET'93 workshop in San Francisco, and from Stockholm KTH network operations center staff which brought the first wireless LAN cards to Riga in autumn of 1993. The work [1] summarizes Nordic countries point of view on cooperation with LATNET (at present Sigmanet), laboratory of IMCS. "The first contacts with Baltic computer scientists were created when the NORDUNET program was still going on. Members of the NORDUnet community were active in this new collaboration. In Finland, FUNET was contacted by Estonian scientists interested in building data networks. In Sweden, SICS (Swedish Institute for Computer Science) was approached first by the Latvians. And in Norway, Rolf Nordhagen from the University of Oslo, cooperated with the Lithuanians. R.Nordhagen recalls, that in fact the first outside network connection from Baltic country was established from Vilnus, Lithuania, to the Norwegian Uninett via satellite already in 1991. Mats Brunell, the project manager of the NORDUnet program, was working at SICS when the Latvian Institute of Electronics and Computer Science contacted the Swedish to establish research collaboration. The Baltic researchers expressed their interest in getting a connection to NORDUnet and via NORDUnet also to the Internet. Brunell began to organize a project for Nordic-Baltic networking collaboration. After a visit to Riga, Latvia, in May 1991, Brunell initiated the BALTnet project with the objective of establishing communication services with the Baltic states, primarily for the research and education community. The funding for the project was sought and received from the Nordic Council of Ministers, which granted 7.5 million Danish crowns for BALTnet. The BALTnet project was established in 1993, and Mats Brunell was named project leader. He continued in this task until 1995. Then the BALTnet project was moved from SICS to the University of Oslo and Rolf Nordhagen took over the management. The goal of BALTnet was to support the development of Baltic education and research networks. The work was accomplished by organizing seminars for Baltic networkers, buying equipment for research institutes and financially supporting international connectivity. In addition, the Nordic networking specialists helped Baltic scientists to establish contacts with other European networkers and with networkers in the United States. Peter Villemoes considers that the NORDUnet community played a very important role in the Baltic countries when the three countries were building their first research networks. According to Villemoes, the early collaboration and connection to NORDUnet and to the Internet had a beneficial effect on Baltic networkingcollaboration with the Nordic countries ensured that "of the former Soviet states, the Baltic countries became the most advanced in networking.""
The success of networking in Latvia and in all Baltic states was based on international co-operation and help, including the support of the Nordic Council of ministers. For example, LATNET (at present Sigmanet) was the Latvia partner in the BALTnet project established by the Nordic Council of ministers in 1993.
